
“Dinosaurs in Africa” by Prof Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan

Professor Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan, an ASSAf Member, is a palaeobiologist based in the
Department of Biological Sciences at UCT, enthralled us with a talk on “Dinosaurs of Africa” during

a webinar hosted by Prof Himla Soodyall on 5 August 2021.

Anusuya has done ground-breaking research focussing on deciphering biological signals recorded

in the bone microstructure of extinct vertebrates, as well as that of living forms. Using bone

histology and growth patterns of bone s of dinosaurs and extinct birds, her research has shed light

on the physiology and amazing adaptation of dinosaurs, including some pathologies that

dinosaurs experienced.

Regarding the evolution of dinosaurs, Anusuya told us that birds and crocodiles are the closest living relatives of
dinosaurs and that birds evolved from dinosaurs. It was fascinating to learn how the colour of feathered dinosaurs could

be reconstructed by assessing the pigment within melanosomes; the presence of eumelanin suggested black or grey

colouring whilst phaeomelanin was indicative of reddish-brown colouring.

Watching the images of fossilised dinosaur eggs with embryo’s still intact was again an illustration of how careful

scientific analysis has given us a window of opportunity to learn about biodiversity predating 65 million years ago.

Anusuya informed us that biodiversity has been severely affected by major extinction events, but also indicated that

the events which wiped out the dinosaurs also provided an opportunity for the radiation of mammals.

Anusuya captivated us throughout her presentation with her amazing skills in science communication, and the lively

audience participation gave her an opportunity to respond to several questions put forward by participants, including

5-year-old Ethan, who is a great fan of her and dinosaurs. Children grow up knowing about dinosaurs from exposure to

television shows, dinosaur toys and books. Anusuya, in addition to publishing over 100 peer-reviewed scientific

publications in esteemed journals such as Nature, Nature Communications and Scientific Reports, has also published

two academic books and four popular science books. Her book published in May this year, “Dinosaurs of Africa” has

wonderful illustrations by Luis Rey and a narrative of the life of dinosaurs in Africa, and her most recent book (just

released) is entitled “Dinosaurs and other prehistoric life”. I strongly suggest that you put these books on your shopping

list for gifts for the young ones or anyone interested in learning about these amazing animals.

In addition to her academic accolades, that includes the ASSAf Gold Medal for Science for Society, Anusuya is one of

those women who has a balanced life and manages to be a mother, wife, daughter, writer, parkrun director, jogger,

photographer among many things, and she even did an eight-day hike in the Himalayas in October 2018. In addition,

she is passionate about science engagement, and even during her sabbatical, still attends to student issues and gives

popular level talks! She has mentored several postgraduate students, including postdocs who have become specialists

in the field themselves.

When asked what her message was for young girls and women in science, Anusuya gave an encouraging message to

follow “your dream and to turn challenges into opportunities”. This webinar can be viewed from this link.

ASSAf looks forward to hosting Anusuya again soon and we wish her well on her ongoing scientific endeavours.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcn1toSMhvw

